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When the windmills are
operating, you are usually
welcome to visit them

Welcome
To Our Windmills

PLAN YOUR VISIT

FIXED WORKING DAYS

There also are fixed working days. Please

• Every first Saturday of the month,

see our web site for current opening hours,

except in July and August

because there will always be mills that

• National Mills Days in May

cannot be visited due to maintenance.

• Monument Weekend in September

Twelve of our windmills are inhabited; the
living areas of these mills are not accessible.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
This booklet contains a short description
of all 49 windmills that are owned by the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting. Do you want
to know more about a specific windmill or
about our foundation? Please visit our web
site for extensive information.
www.rijnlandsemolenstichting.nl
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Our Windmills
The Pride of Rijnland

BOTH MONUMENT AND TOOL

And they still do – 43 of our mills are

OUR WINDMILLS

On the 11th March of 1959, the Rijnlandse

currently used as a main or auxiliary pump.

We see it as our responsibility to keep the

Molenstichting was established. The

During extreme rainfall or if a pumping

windmills in a good state and to transfer

immediate motivation for this was the

station is out of order, our mills contribute

them to future generations. Because the

conservation of the Zwanburgermolen

to keeping our feet dry.

windmills are part of us all. They are

in Warmond. This was the first windmill

Support the preservation of our
windmills by donating to the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

part of the Netherlands – they are part

that was owned by the foundation and it

CONCERNS

of our landscape.

still adorns the foundation logo.

The main concern of the millers and board

Enjoy our windmills!

members of the Rijnlandse Molenstichting
The millers and board members do not

is the funding of all the necessary main-

The board and millers of

regard our work for the windmills as a

tenance works for our mills – all of them

the Rijnlandse Molenstichting

hobby, but rather as a mission – a mission

listed monuments. Unfortunately, the

September 2019

to preserve the mills both as a cultural

current funds are insufficient. On a yearly

landmark and as a tool. Polder mills were

basis, there is a 20 to 30 percent deficit

at the origins of the struggle against the

in terms of funding for all the necessary

water. They made the draining of the

maintenance. That is why we boldly appeal

polders possible, so that these polders

to you.

could contribute to our food supply,

Rijnlandse Molenstichting | Hooglandse Kerkgracht 17e | 2312 HS Leiden | 071-516 4840
www.rijnlandsemolenstichting.nl | info@rijnlandsemolenstichting.nl

our economy and our wealth.

You can help us to keep our windmills

Bank account: NL02 ABNA 0566 5471 63, account holder: Rijnlandse Molenstichting,

working. Become a friend of our mills,

based in Leiden

make a gift, become a donor or bequeath
something to us. Please see the infor
mation on the final pages of this booklet
for more information.
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Aalsmeer

Alphen aan den Rijn

Geremolen

Stommeermolen

or Blauwe Wip

1

2

Geijlwijckerweg 10 | 1431 EN Aalsmeer

Octagonal thatched polder mill Built in
1650 (foundation), 1742 (body) and
1920 (above-ground masonry)

foundation of the Stommeermolen in
Aalsmeer.

Westgerepolder 3 | 2391 CZ Hazerswoude-Dorp

Hollow post mill
Built in 1636

The new owner restored the windmill
between 1976 and 1986. After the

With sails of 28.00 and 28.15 metres

restoration, it could operate again, but

and a pumping head of 4.50 metres, the

This mill is situated next to the Oostvaart

could not pump water out of the polder

On the 4th of December, 1919, the

Stommeermolen has the largest sails and

canal, north-east of Hazerswoude-dorp.

yet. In 2012, works started to make this

Stommeermolen was hit by lightning

the highest pumping head in the province

Until 1957, the mill was the main draining

possible again. The water courses were

while in operation and burned down

of North Holland.

method for the polder. After that, it went

restored and a new lowered scoop wheel

into decline. Between 1969 and 1974, the

was installed. Since 2013, the windmill
is fully operational again.

completely. Subsequently, the Oostmolen
that stood in the Vrieschekoopse polder,

From 1753 to 1967, the mill was operated

mill was property of the province of South

south of Leimuiden, was bought. This mill

and inhabited by the Zwartendijk family

Holland. After that, it was transferred to

was disassembled by the millwright Boot

and was therefore also known as ‘the

the Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

from Oude Wetering and was placed on the

Zwartendijk mill’.

9

Besides ‘Geremolen’ or ‘Blauwe Wip’,
the windmill is also called ‘Gerewip’.

10

Alphen aan den Rijn

Groenendijksemolen

Alphen aan den Rijn

Hondsdijksemolen

3

4

Groenendijksepolder 2 | 2394 AZ Hazerswoude-Rijndijk

Hollow post mill
Built in 1627

During that period, these improvements
were made to dozens of windmills. However,

Dorpsstraat 65 | 2396 HD Koudekerk aan den Rijn

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1644

Until 1959, the mill was used to drain
the Hondsdijkse polder by wind power.

this windmill is one of the few ones that is
The Groenendijksemolen was built in 1627.

still equipped with these improvements.

The 6,700 bricks that were needed for the

Since 1966, it is property of the Rijnlandse
The mill was built in 1644 on Roomburg

Molenstichting that initiated the resto-

near Leiden. It was used to refresh the

ration works. The mill has been restored

foundation and the base walls were provided

The body of the mill contains the following

smelly water in the Leiden canals. In 1685,

to its original state with an inside winding

by Arien Ariensz. for 27 guilders, 10 stuivers

written text: ‘Wat God doet met de zondaren

it was demolished and rebuilt next to the

mechanism (the cap containing the sails is

and 8 pennings.

doen boeren met de molenaren’ (‘What God does

Slaaghsloot, at the Marepoort in Leiden.

brought into the wind from the inside and

to the sinners, farmers do to the millers’). Surely a

In 1693, it was sold to the Hondsdijkse pol-

therefore has no tailpole). This makes the

In 1939, the mill was fitted with streamlined

lament by a miller about his (farmer) bosses

der for 1,075 guilders, because the windmill

Hondsdijksemolen the only octagonal wind-

sails and the scoop wheel was replaced by

in the polder board. However, a year is not

in that polder had burned down.

mill with an inside winding mechanism in

a screw pump – a technique based on the

stated.

the province of South Holland.

concept of a ship’s propeller.
11
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Alphen aan den Rijn

Lagenwaardsemolen

Alphen aan den Rijn

Rietveldsemolen

5

6

Batelaan 1 | 2396 ET Koudekerk aan den Rijn

Hollow post mill
Built in 1704

entrance of the new high-speed railway
tunnel was to be built. The mill was stored

Rietveld 2 | 2391 NH Hazerswoude-dorp

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1648

This might be the reason why the polder
board held its traditional dinner after its

elsewhere and renovated. At the request of

annual Great Inspection in the Rietveldse

The Lagenwaardsemolen originally drained

the water board, it was placed next to the

The Rietveld polder was formed in 1648

the Bospolder near Leiderdorp. In 1955,

pump of the Lagenwaardse polder, as the

by a merger of seven small private polders,

molen until approximately 1905.

a diesel pump was built, making the wind-

draining capacity of this polder needed

on the condition that one octagonal smock

At the top of the windmill, a large wooden

mill obsolete. In 1963, the windmill became

to be increased. In 2003, the entire mill

polder mill be built, housing the miller

barrel is a reminder of the times when the

property of the municipality of Leiderdorp,

was moved to the new location in the

and draining the polder all year round –

miller was obliged to keep a water barrel in

which renovated it.

Lagenwaardse polder.

this was to be the Rietveldsemolen.

the cap attic so that fires resulting from an

In the late 1990s, it became clear the mill

In March 2004, for the first time in almost

The mill became known as a mill where

had to move. It stood exactly where the

50 years, the mill moved water again.

lots of eels could be caught in the night.

overheating windshaft could immediately

13

be extinguished.

14

Alphen aan den Rijn

VERBIJ MAAKT
MONUMENTEN

Steektermolen
7

AL MEER DAN 150 JAAR
RESTAURATIE

ONDERHOUD

MOLENS

Steekterweg 31 | 2407 BD Zwammerdam

Hollow post mill
Built in 1597

The renovation of 2010 also saw a revolutionary way to get rid of deathwatch beetles.
The mill was completely wrapped and then

This very large hollow post mill is the oldest

Familiebedrijf
sinds 1868
Duurzaam en gedegen

Uniek in bouw,
restauratie en molens

The windmill was equipped with a scoop

The mill used to be a signal mill, i.e.

Van A tot Z geregeld

wheel until 1962, when a screw pump was

a mill that had to give other nearby mills

installed. In recent years, a new fully auto-

the signal to either start or stop draining

matic screw pumping station was built next

the polder. During the daytime, a flag was

to the windmill. As a result, the mill is now

raised on the signal mill, while at night or

only used in case of emergency.

in foggy weather, a lantern was used.

Meer informatie:
Bel 071 501 84 78 of kijk op

www.verbij.nl

steam heated to kill all the insects.

mill the Rijnlandse Molenstichting owns.

Erkend Molenmaker
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Alphen aan den Rijn

Bodegraven-Reeuwijk

Vrouwgeestmolen

Oucoopsemolen

8

9

Heimansbuurt 1 | 2401 LV Alphen aan den Rijn

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1797

passed from father to son: Jan Vrolijk from
1829 to 1872, Aart Vrolijk from 1872 to 1915,

Prinsendijk 6 | 2811 NG Reeuwijk

Hollow post mill
Built in 1688

Prinsendijk (‘Prince’s Dike’) refers to the
decision of prince William III (1650-1702) to

Cornelis Willem Vrolijk from 1915 to 1950,

build an additional dike as a defence against

In 1797, the construction of the mill was

Karel Pieter Vrolijk from 1950 to 2008 and

In 1672, the French army wreaked havoc

flooding in case the land was flooded to

put out to tender. The works were awarded

Hans Vrolijk since 2008.

in this area. The predecessor of the current

prevent the French from moving on.

to millwright Hendrik Kooperdraat of

mill was probably set on fire. The municipal

Alphen for 19,800.00 guilders.

To be able to make a living, the miller

archives contain references to a loan and a

The wetland in which the Oucoopsemolen

and his family also kept livestock. Where

repayment in 1688. These probably refer to

is located is part of the peat meadow

The first miller on the Vrouwgeestmolen

the old livestock barns used to stand, the

the construction of the current mill.

area around the Reeuwijkse plassen that

was Cornelis Vrolijk (1797-1829), whose

current miller has built a guesthouse.

first contract states an annual salary of

See www.logerenbijdemolen.nl for more

The mill is situated next to the Prinsendijk,

120 guilders. After that, the miller job was

information.

part of the Old Dutch Water Line. The name

17

has been designated as a ‘top cultural
heritage site’.
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Bodegraven-Reeuwijk

Kaag en Braassem

Weijpoortsemolen

Adermolen

10

11

Aderpolder 3 | 2159 BA Rijpwetering - Only accessible from water

Weijpoort 25 | 2415 BW Nieuwerbrug

Hollow post mill
Built in 1674

closet-bed. The original home was declared
uninhabitable in 1909. In 1938, the mill was

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1941

As a consequence, the mill became property
of the Rijnlandse Molenstichting in 1986.

modernised by replacing the scoop wheel
In the ‘disaster year’ 1672, the mill was

with a screw pump. The sails were also

In 1941, when fuel became scarce due to

In the years up to 2015, the mill slowly sank

set on fire by French soldiers. During

streamlined.

the war and the pumping station became

into the ground, leading to large cracks in

restoration works to the current mill in

worn, the board of the Aderpolder reverted

the masonry. During the restoration, the

1995, the year 1674 was found on the main

Until 1975, the mill was used as the main

to wind power. It commissioned the con

mill was raised by forty centimetres and was

shaft. It is assumed that the current mill

method to pump water out of the polder.

struct ion of a windmill. In the absence of

fitted with an all-new foundation at a cost of

was built on the foundation of the previous

In that year, a pumping station took over

building materials, parts of another wind-

A 440,000, half of which was paid for by the

mill (dating from 1564).

and the windmill became property of the

mill were used.

Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

Rijnlandse Molenstichting.
Inside the mill, there is a beautiful recon-

In 1985, a new electrical pumping station

struction of a miller’s home, including a

was installed, making wind power obsolete.
19
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Kaag en Braassem

Blauwemolen

Kaag en Braassem

Buurtermolen

12

13

Blauwmolenweg 10 | 2375 LZ Rijpwetering

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1772

Piet Kraan became the miller of the abovementioned hollow post mill in 1878/79.
In 1912, he was succeeded by his son Gerrit.

Buurterpolder | 2375 XJ Rijpwetering - Only accessible from water

Hollow post mill
Possibly built at the end of the
17th century

The mill needed a new foundation, as well
as new intake and outtake water courses.
Until now, this has been the most expensive

Early in 1900, the current mill replaced a

Gerrit Kraan operated the mill until his

blue, worn out hollow post mill that was

death in 1960 and became a legendary

This mill was possibly built at the end of the

at a cost of A 566,000. The revenues from

demolished. A mill dating back to 1772

character because of his stunning length

17th century and is located in the western

subsidies and fundraising were A 356,000.

took its place. Most likely this was one

and his massive power.

part of the Buurterpolder.

The remaining amount was paid by the

The mill's capacity is way too large for an

Molenstichting.

of the eight demolished basin mills at
Hilligersberg, near Rotterdam.

renovation of the century for the foundation

A unique feature is the boat lift on the mill

island this size. 'A horse to pull a dog cart',

yard that was used to lift barges over the

as the Rijnland people would say.

The Kraan family operated the hollow post

polder dike and move them from the polder

mill and the octagonal mill for eighty years.

into the basin waters.

The miller made a wonderful overview of
this renovation. See www.molenkunst.nl

The mill was heavily renovated in 2017/2018,

for more information.

as it was sinking into the marshy ground.
21
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Kaag en Braassem

Doesmolen
14

Doespolderkade 3 | 2355 AB Hoogmade

No. 14 Hollow post mill
Built around 1630

Nevertheless, the scoop wheel moved less
and less water over time. This was due to
the settling soil and the resulting lowering

Harsweg 31 - 2461 EZ Ter Aar
Telefoon 0172-602116
info@hoogendijkbv.nl
www.hoogendijkbv.nl

The mill drained the Doespolder by wind

of the water level. After 2000, an inventive

power until 1953, after which it was

solution for this problem was found. The

decommissioned. In the years from 1953

Doesmolen was accompanied by another

to 1965, almost no maintenance works

hollow post mill – the Kalkmolen. This

were performed.

windmill pumped the water to a level that

In 1963, the Rijnlandse Molenstichting

enabled the Doesmolen scoop wheel to

became the owner and in 1965 a renovation

move sufficient water again – the birth of

followed, so that the mill could operate and

a two-part windmill series.

move water again.

24

Kaag en Braassem

Kaag en Braassem

Googermolen

Grosmolen

15

16

Googermolenweg 1 | 2377 CW Oude Wetering

Round brick polder windmill
Built in 1717

In 1944, at the end of the Second World War,
the Germans had flooded several Rijnland

Doespolderweg 4 | 2355 CP Hoogmade

Hollow post mill
Built in 1640

quite heavily. Between 1906 and 1992, the
water level dropped by 40 centimetres. This

polders, including the Googerpolder. After

meant the scoop wheel was not able to take

The Googermolen is the largest brick polder

the liberation, the national authorities

This small hollow post mill drained the

windmill in the Rijnland. At ground level,

provided a pumping station that was

Grospolder until 1956, but went into decline

its walls have a width of more than 1 metre.

supposed to drain the polder. However, the

very shortly afterwards. The Rijnlandse

The only option was to create a continuous

The living area is located on the second and

pump turned out to be defective. The miller,

Molenstichting became the owner of the

circuit, in which the water surrounding the

third floor, above the screw pump room and

70-year old Hein de Jong, is said to have set

mill in 1961 and performed a considerable

windmill is kept at a higher level. And so

the basement. The Googerpolder measures

the windmill's sails and to have drained the

renovation in 1966/67.

it happened: Since 1994, the mill operates

270 hectares and has a pumping head of 4.30

polder completely.

within a closed circuit.

metres. The water displacement can be as

The water level in this polder has dropped

large as 30,000 litres per minute.

continuously, which has affected the mill

25

in any water anymore.
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Kaag en Braassem

Kaag en Braassem

Hoogmadesemolen

Kagermolen

17

18

Noordeinde 34a | 2355 AN Hoogmade

Hollow post mill
Built in 1897

water anymore due to the dropping water
level. In 1968, an auxiliary electric engine

Balgerij 2 | 2195 LZ Kaag - Accessible via the ferry at Buitenkaag

Hollow post mill
Built around 1683

The mill is located on the Kaag island, next
to a so-called 'boots path'. It can be reached

was installed, so as not to be dependent on

by foot from the reflection centre 'De Stal',

This windmill is also called 'De Heerlijkheid',

the wind.

In 1683, the three polders on the Kaag island

except during the breeding season from the

because the polder covers roughly the same

The mill has been owned by the Rijnlandse

merged. At that time, the decision must

15th of March to the 15th of July. The path

area as the former 'Heerlijkheid' Hoogmade.

Molenstichting since 1976.

have been made to build one new common

crosses the polder area and is about three

mill, which is why it is estimated that the

kilometres long. Wearing boots there would
indeed not be the worst of ideas.

A 'Heerlijkheid' is a medieval form of
government in which a feudal lord has been

On the roof of the mill, there is a wind

mill was built in 1683. This estimation is

granted absolute powers by the land owner.

vane saying: "H Donatus bewaar ons"

further supported by subsequent inscrip-

("H Donatus, save us"). Saint Donatus is

tions that were found during a renovation.

In 1962, a screw pump was installed, because

considered a patron against lightning

the scoop wheel could not move sufficient

within the Catholic Church.

27
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Kaag en Braassem

Kalkmolen

Kaag en Braassem

Lijkermolen 1

19

20

Doespolderkade 5 | 2355 AB Hoogmade

Hollow post mill
Built in 1684

The Kalkpolder was dissolved on the 1st of
July, 1972. It was decided to move the mill

Poeldijk 8 | 2375 NE Rijpwetering

Dodecagonal brick windmill
Built in 1780

A unique feature – together with Lijkermolen
2, this is the only dodecagonal windmill in

to another location.
The windmill is the first one in a series

the Netherlands.
From 1744 on, during a period of 30 years, all

of two, located in the Doespolder. The

Remarkably, the body of the windmill used

the peat in the Lijkerpolder was excavated.

Above the western entrance of 'Lijker 1',

Kalkmolen drains the polder and sends

to have a dark green colour, but is now

In 1779-1780, both Lijkermolens were built

there is a foundation stone. Its inscription

the water to the Doesmolen, which releases

painted in Rijnland red. It is said that this

to drain the excavated lake and to keep the

starts with: "Livinus Haeck Oud 12 Jaaren Heeft

it into the Does canal.

choice has been partly based on 'religious'

water in the polder at the desired level.

op Den 18e Mey 1780 aan den Molen den eersten
steen gelegen" ("Livinus Haeck, 12 years old, laid

motives, in response to a request of the
The mill is fitted with an outer scoop wheel

land owner. The catholic municipality of

The unusual form of both windmills

the foundation stone of this mill on the 18th of

and used to drain the Kalkpolder in Leider-

Hoogmade did not want to see a protestant

stems from a decision of the masons who

May, 1780").

dorp. It remained in operation until 1959,

(green) windmill on its territory.

considered a twelve-sided masonry to be

when an electric pump plant took over.

stronger than a round windmill body.
29
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Gaat tot
de bodem
agrarisch
loonwerk

beschoeiing
en steigerwerk

Kaag en Braassem

Lijkermolen 2
21

grond-, weg-,
en waterbouw

onderhoud
watergangen

Werkt aan een
betere leefomgeving

Poeldijk 1 | 2375 NE Rijpwetering

Dodecagonal brick windmill
Built in 1780

During the renovation in 1976, the stocks
were cut by 50 to 60 centimetres. This

After the Rijnlandse Molenstichting

prevented damage to the windmill sails

became owner of the dilapidated mill in

and to passing (agricultural) vehicles.

1976, a first restoration took place at the
beginning of the 1980s. The sails and the

In 2018/2019, both Lijkermolens were

cap were renovated, so that the mill could

renovated. Some joist ends and floors had

be operated again. However, it would not be

become damaged to such an extent that

until the beginning of this century before a

they had to be repaired or augmented with

new screw pump enabled the mill to move

plastic.

water again.
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Kaag en Braassem

Kaag en Braassem

Moppemolen

Rodemolen

22

23

Poeldijk 16 | 2375 NH Rijpwetering

Octagonal thatched mill
Built in 1752

In 2001, it seemed the mill would lose its
connection to the Veender- en Lijkerpolder

Rode Polder | 2374 BP Oud Ade

Hollow post mill
Built in 1632

During 2013, it became clear that a
thorough renovation would be necessary,

due to the construction of the high-speed

because the Rodemolen was slowly sinking

The current mill was built after its

railway line. However, a 300-metre long

Until 1956, the Rode Polder was drained

into the ground. Because of this, water from

predecessor had burned down. The mill

culvert was able to prevent this.

using wind power. After that, an engine

the higher basin flowed into the polder

became redundant in 1924, but was not

was installed next to the mill so as not to

underneath the windmill. This added to

demolished. In 1951, the mill was shut

Above the cellar window, there is a black

be dependent on wind alone. This constel-

the subsidence whilst also damaging the

down due to technical defects. After the

cross on a white background – a so-called

lation remained in place until 1988, when a

(wooden) foundation of the mill. In 2016, a

Rijnlandse Molenstichting became owner

devil's cross. This stems from an old popular

separate pumping station was built and the

large restoration of the foundation followed.

of the mill, several restorations took place.

belief that the cross would prevent the devil

windmill became redundant. In 1991, the

from entering the cellar and spoiling all the

windmill became property of the Rijnlandse

The Rodemolen is the only hollow post mill

stored food.

Molenstichting.

with a thatched cap and a half-hip roof.
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Kaag en Braassem

Kaag en Braassem

Veendermolen

Vlietmolen

24

25

Aderweg 2 | 2371 AH Roelofarendsveen

Round brick polder windmill
Built in 1830 (base) and 1934 (body)

After this cutting, draining the lake
became necessary for several reasons –

Vlietkade 1 | 2355 CR Hoogmade

Hollow post mill
Built in 1913

Queen Wilhelmina (1880-1962) once used
this windmill for one of her paintings.

the relatively 'worthless' lake would turn

However, when she wanted to finish the

The soil of the land that would later be

into profitable farmland, and the taxman

The predecessor of the current mill burned

paining, the sails were in a different

called Veenderpolder contained peat. This

would benefit too.

down on the 30th of May, 1913, when it

position than at the time of her pencil

meant it was worth a fortune – in a country

was struck by lightning. It was restored with

sketches. At her request, miller Willem van

where firewood was scarce and coal had not

In 1934, the original mill from 1830

the help of a previously used mill body.

der Ploeg turned the mill into the desired

been found yet, peat was the ideal fuel. And

was replaced by the current one. The cap,

In the night from the 27th to the 28th of

position, so that she was able to finish the

so, the decision was made to cut the peat,

which originates from another windmill,

September, 1956, the sails came down

painting according to her original plans.

which took place between 1792 and 1834.

is covered in copper plates. The roofer

during a heavy storm. The polder board

probably had a few to spare after works

asked for permission to demolish the

This painting was part of the commemora-

on the Hoogmade church spire.

body, which was declined by the

tive book that marked the ten-year anniver-

provincial authorities.

sary of the Rijnlandse Molenstichting.
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Kaag en Braassem

Vrouw Vennemolen
26

ONTDEK DE MOLENS VANAF
HET WATER MET REDERIJ VAN HULST
Gooi het eens over een andere boeg! Vaar mee met
Rederij van Hulst en geniet van de 14 gerestaureerde
molens in het Hollandse landschap. Ontdek de molens
langs de Kaag, Braassem en Ade. Uniek: bij ons kunt
u ook een tocht met bezoek aan een werkende molen
boeken. Bekijk ons uitgebreide vaaraanbod op
www.rederijvanhulst.nl
Reserveer rechtstreeks bij de Rederij via
+31 (0)71 250 19 00, info@rederijvanhulst.nl
of via de website.

Hollow post mill
Built in 1835

In 1961, the mill became property of the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting. Subsequently,
it was gradually renovated. During the last

The lands of the Vrouwe Vennepolder

renovation, the mill was fitted with a new

were property of the 'Vrouwenabdij van

foundation and a lowered scoop wheel.

Rijnsburg'. Both the polder and the windmill

Op welke rondvaart mogen wij u verwelkomen?

Rederij

Leidseweg 3 | 2375 AN Oud Ade

van Hulst

have taken their name from this women's

During the German occupation (1940-1945),

abbey in Rijnsburg. The windmill was

the local residents used to listen to Radio

already mentioned as 'Vennemolen' on the

Oranje, the prohibited radio station, inside

'Vrouwe Ven' map from 1618. It was largely

the mill. Because the mill was not fitted

renewed in 1835.

with electricity yet, the sails were used to
power a dynamo that in turn powered the

 +31 (0)71 250 19 00  info@rederĳvanhulst.nl

battery of the radio receiver.

www.rederĳvanhulst.nl
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Kaag en Braassem

Waterloosmolen

Leiden

Stevenshofjesmolen

27

28

Achterdijk 11 | 2375 XJ Rijpwetering

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1857

grandson, Leen Witteman. Later, his
youngest brother Cok Witteman took over.

Henriëtte Bosmanspad 1 | 2331 NS Leiden

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1797

The construction costs for the new mill
were 4,579 guilders. In November 1797,

Since his death in 2012, the mill has been
The Waterloosmolen is beautifully situated

operated by his son, Hugo Witteman.

next to the Koppoel lake. The current mill

the new mill was ready to use.
On the 3rd of December, 1796, the
predecessor of this mill was operating in

For a long time, the Stevenshofjesmolen

was built in 1857 on the foundation of a

The mill is fitted with a plaque by Anton

strong winds and heavy thunderstorms.

used to be a signal mill. A so-called "gauge

burned-down hollow post mill from 1775.

Bicker Caarten, founder and first chairman

In spite of the regulations, the miller, Claes

mill" gives a signal to either start or stop

of the Rijnlandse Molenstichting who also

van Duykeren, left the windmill and left

draining the polder. Clearly visible signal

The mill has been operated by one single

co-founded the Vereniging De Hollandsche

the operation to someone else. The mill

mills subsequently pass these signals on to

family for over a century. Jaap Hoogenboom

Molen and wrote a multitude of publications

could not be stopped anymore, a fire broke

other mills.

was appointed miller in 1915 and died in

about Dutch windmills.

out and the mill was largely destroyed. As a

1965. He was succeeded by his oldest

consequence, Van Duykeren did not receive
any salary for the year 1796.
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Leiderdorp

Leiderdorp

Achthovensemolen

Doeshofmolen

29

30

Ruigekade 8 | 2351 SX Leiderdorp

Hollow post mill
Built in 1893

In 1959, a shaft breakage was found and the
shaft was replaced with a shaft from a mill

Ruigekade 7 | 2351 SX Leiderdorp

Octagonal thatched mill
Built in 1830

the sails were made operational again.
However, it would not be until 2004 before

in Scheemderzwaag (Groningen).
The windmills of the Achthovensepolder

the Doeshofmolen would be fully operational
The Doeshofmolen was built in 1830 to

again. With a flight of 12.50 metres, it is

have been haunted by fires over the last

The mill was fitted with a closed iron scoop

drain the Doeshofpolder, a narrow strip

the smallest octagonal thatched mill in the

couple of centuries. The previous mill was

wheel until 1964, when it was replaced by

of land between the Does canal and the

province of South Holland.

also a hollow post mill, dating from 1627,

a diesel-powered screw pump. However, it

Ruigekade.

When the nearby 'Munnikkenmolen' burned

and burned down in 1892. Its predecessor,

remained possible to drain the polder using

built in 1541, succeeded another windmill

wind power.

down in 1890 due to heavy winds, the
The mill suffered storm damage in 1949,

Doeshofmolen and the Achthovensemolen

that was destroyed by a fire in 1540. The

after which a demolition permit was issued

had to be operated at high speed to prevent

current mill was built in 1893. It is located

in 1960. The windmill could be 'saved'

incoming sparks from falling on the mills.

south of the Does canal, on the Ruigekade.

because it was bought by the Rijnlandse

This is called 'vonken malen' ('operating in

Molenstichting in 1963. Subsequently,

spark resistance mode').
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Leiderdorp

Leiderdorp

Meerburgermolen

Munnikkenmolen

31

32

Peter van der Voortpad 2 | Leiderdorp

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1684

Several factors, such as the expansion of
the industrial estate at Zoeterwoude and the

Peter van der Voortpad 4 | Leiderdorp

Hollow post mill
Built in 1890

Despite residents' protests, in 2010 the
municipality decided to move the mill to the

construction of the elevated A4 motorway,

new Munnikkenpolder, at the confluence of

Until 2007, the Meerburgermolen was

led to a further deterioration of the mill

The Munnikkenmolen drained the polder

the Dwarswatering and the Does canals. As

located beside the Meerburgerwetering,

biotope. For that reason, in 2006 the decision

using wind power until 1958, when a diesel

a part of the plans, the mill was transferred

near the Leiden-Alphen railway line and east

was made to relocate the mill. However, it

pumping station was built. In 1964, the

to the Rijnlandse Molenstichting in 2012.

of the A4 motorway. The mill drained the

would not be until September 2013 before

mill was bought by the municipality of

Room- en Meerburgerpolder with an area of

the mill would find a new location in the

Leiderdorp. The location of the mill became

The mill was recommissioned in July 2014.

about 100 hectares and a pumping head of

new Munnikkenpolder.

less and less favourable, partly because of

It is located on the Peter van der Voortpad,

housing development, but also because the

a path named after the intended new miller

mill slowly sank into the ground.

of the Munnikkenmolen, who however died

1.05 metres.
The windmill is equipped with streamlined
The mill was built in 1684 by Claes Jansz van

sails according to A.J. Dekker's patent from

Staveren and Ary Jacobsz for 2,175 guilders.

1928.
43

that spring.
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Lisse

Lageveensemolen
33

Loosterweg Zuid | te Lisse - Accessible on foot from the Puntenburg car park

Hollow post mill
Built in 1890

1990. This meant the mill lost its function
as main draining method for the polder.
That year, the mill became property of the

On the 25th of July, 1890, the predecessor

Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

of the current mill burned down, probably
because it was hit by sparks from a passing

Around 2015, the mill increasingly suffered

(steam) locomotive. That same year, the

from wind deficits because of tall-growing

mill was rebuilt by millwright Melman of

willow trees alongside the Leidse Vaart

Warmond.

canal. After long consultations, the willow
trees were removed in the autumn of 2018.

Around 1950, an emergency screw pump
was installed in the Keukenhof forest, which

Not accessible during the breeding season from

was replaced by a pumping station around

the 15th of March to the 15th of July
46

Lisse

Noordwijk

Lisserpoelmolen

Hogeveensemolen

34

35

Rooversbroekdijk 100 | 2161 LL Lisse

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1676

Like its two predecessors, this windmill was
fitted with a screw pump. Because the patent

Leidsevaart 81 | 2211 VR Noordwijkerhout

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1654

In 1978, the fuel engine was replaced by

on the screw pump was filed in 1634, it is

an electric engine that powered the scoop

After a breach in the Spaarndammer dike

very likely that the Lisserpoelpolder was

The Hogeveensemolen is an oak polder mill

wheel using a belt connection to the lower

near Halfweg in 1675, the Lisserpoelpolder

the first polder that was drained by screw

built by Bartholomeus Dirksz. Klinkenberg.

wheel. This drive type is very rarely seen in

was flooded. Because both existing wind-

drainage mills.

To become less dependent on the wind, the

mills and is of high cultural and historical

mill was fitted with fuel engines in 1924

value.

mills were in a poor condition, it proved
very difficult to drain the polder again.

In 1989, after the construction of a fully

and 1930. But fears of a forthcoming war

Therefore, in March 1675, the decision

automatic pumping station, the windmill

and the associated fuel shortages led to

In mid-2018, the mill was transferred to

was made to build a new windmill – the

was used as the main drainage method for

a decision to renovate the mill in 1939.

the Rijnlandse Molenstichting after a new

current Lisserpoelmolen.

the last time. That same year, it was trans-

During this renovation, new aerodynamic

pumping station was built 300 metres away.

ferred to the Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

sails were installed that provided a better
performance.
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Noordwijk

Hoogewegsemolen

Teylingen

Boterhuismolen

36

37

Leidsevaart 239 | 2203 LC Noordwijk

Hollow post mill
Built in 1652

The mill was restored using the windshaft,
the brake wheel and the stocks of the

Zijldijk 4 | 2362 AE Warmond

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1744

After that, several renovations followed in
quick succession – in 1963-64, in 1970 and

Klinkenbergerpolder windmill near

in 1996.

Halfway between Voorhout and Noordwijk,

Sassenheim that had to make way for

The Boterhuismolen was the main draining

where bulb fields and green meadows meet,

the construction of the A4 motorway.

method for the Boterhuispolder until 1959.

At the beginning of the 2000s, compre

in the bend of the Dinsdagsewetering canal,

In 1744, it replaced a hollow post mill, which

hensive works started to be able to preserve

the hollow post mill of the Hoogeweg polder

In 1959, a diesel-powered pumping station

itself had been the successor of seven small

the mill. Due to the dropping water level in

is located.

was installed next to the windmill, turning

polder mills around 1634.

the polder, the dry foundation piles below

it from the main draining method into an

the mill body started to rot, and in addition,

During its existence, the mill suffered heavy

auxiliary one. As a result, in 1961, the mill

After the construction of an electric

the scoop wheel could not move sufficient

storm damage twice, in 1711 and in 1938.

was transferred to the Rijnlandse Molen-

pumping station in 1960, the windmill

water anymore. In 2002, restoration works

In 1938, the windshaft, the stocks and large

stichting, which carried out renovation

became property of the Rijnlandse

to the stone tower took place.

parts of the cap were destroyed.

works in 1966 and 1971.

Molenstichting in 1962.
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Teylingen

Broekdijkmolen

Teylingen

De Hoop Doet Leven

38

39

Broekpolder 1 | 2361 PA Warmond

Octagonal thatched mill
Built in 1840 (brick base) and 1862 (body)

eventually brought to a standstill. The
next morning, the brake blocks were still

Eerste Elstgeesterweg 1 | 2215 PZ Voorhout

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1783

At the same time, it was transferred to the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting. The handover

smouldering and had to be cooled. Later
In the night from the 12th to the 13th

that day, the mill caught fire after all.

November, 1972, a heavy storm raged

of the mill took place at the exact time the
The windmill used to drain the Kamphuizen

mill was hanging half a metre above the

polder near Rijnsburg. After the construction

ground. This meant the mill was not consi-

over Ireland, Great Britain, France, the

In the Waarderpolder near Haarlem, an

of an new pumping station in 1992, the

dered to be real estate and was subject to a

Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland

octagonal mill from 1862 had to make way

now redundant mill became property of

lower tax rate.

and Denmark. 5 million trees were uprooted

for the expansion of a business park. The

the nearby Flora flower auction company.

and 54 people were killed, of which 9 in

body and the cap of this mill fitted perfectly

Due to the expansion plans of this company,

Together with the Maredijkmolen in Leiden,

the Netherlands.

to the base of the burnt down Broekdijk

the windmill was in danger of being fully

this windmill forms a unique duo: These

molen, almost as if they were tailor-made.

encapsulated.

two mills are the last surviving ones in the

During this storm, the Broekdijkmolen ran

Luckily, a new location for the mill could be

Netherlands that are fitted with a visible

out of control. With great difficulty, it was

found in the Elsgeesterpolder near Voorhout.

Eriksson auxiliary drive.
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Teylingen

Faljerilmolen
40

Faljeril Island | Kagerplassen - Only accessible from water

"Wagtail" mill
Built in 1936

Jan Blok, one of the island owners, says:
"My grandfather was a neurologist in The Hague
and was kind of an eccentric man. He was looking

The Faljerilmolen is the smallest mill the

for a place in the countryside and bought the reed

Rijnlandse Molenstichting owns. Its flight

bed in 1935, after which he commissioned the

measures 4.60 metres. It belongs to the

construction of dikes and a windmill."

category of meadow-mills and is located
on the Faljeril island in the Kagerplassen.

On the 29th of October, 1935, the island

A meadow-mill hardly needs to be tended

was auctioned for 2,785 guilders.

to because the large wind vane (hence the
name "wagtail") on the rear ensures the mill
is always brought into the wind.
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Teylingen

Teylingen

Klaashennepoelmolen

Kokmolen

or ’t Poeltje

or Kogjesmolen

41

42

Oegstgeest - Accessible via Adriaan van Royenlaan

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1787

used as a summer house for quite a few
years, but eventually fell into decay as well.

Kogjespolder | 2361 NB Warmond - Only accessible from water

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1809

In mid-2018, the mill was transferred to the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

Around 1995, the mill merely consisted of a
The mill was built in 1787 and was in

stone tower with large holes and without a

The Kokmolen is located on an island in the

The windmill still acts as the main draining

operation until 1924, when it was replaced

cap. It was in danger of collapsing.

Kagerplassen. The island used to consist of

method for the polder. Together with the

two polders that were merged in 1686 – the

Lakermolen, it is the only mill owned by

Tuinderpolder and the Kogjespolder.

the Rijnlandse Molenstichting that still

by a pumping station.
After the Rijnlandse Molenstichting took
After ten years of not being used, by 1934

over the carcass, the outer part of the mill

the mill was in poor condition, but in 1940,

was restored in 2005 so it could run again.

Since January 2005, the mill had been

it was restored. The sails underwent a

For the inner moving parts that would

owned by the Rijnland water board.

The name 'Kokmolen' is thought to be a

renovation in 1955, but after that, the mill

enable the mill to move water again,

Previously, it had been property of De Oude

corruption of the name 'Kogjes'. Previously,

again became dilapidated. The tower was

a generous donor still has to be found.

Rijnstromen water board and until 1979, it

the windmill used to be called 'Kogjesmolen'

was owned by the Tuinder- of Kogjespolder.

as well.
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performs this task.
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Teylingen

Teylingen

Lakermolen

Nieuwe Hofmolen

43

44

Lakerpolder | Warmond - Only accessible from water

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1818

as a grass meadow to produce cattle feed.
Since 1990, the polder has also been drained

Hofpolder | Warmond - Only accessible from water

Hollow post mill
Built in 1859

factory in Warmond used this windmill as
a welcome centre. In 1980, the mill had to

in winter. The mill is still being used as the
At the time of construction in 1818, this

main draining method.

windmill was fitted with experimental

make way for the construction of a road.
During the famine of 1944-45, the original

The idea was raised to move the mill to the

mill on this site, the Hofmolen, was

(still) empty yard of the former Hofmolen.

horizontal sails, but these were discarded

To prevent vandalism by visitors, there has

demolished in one single night to be used as

as early as 1830, when the more usual

been a sign on the mill since at least 1971

firewood. The culprits were caught and the

On the 21st of February, 1981, the entire

vertical sails were fitted.

that contains the following poem:

wood ended up in the soup kitchen stoves.

mill was put on a barge, transferred to its
new location and placed on the foundation

Until 1990, the Lakerpolder was a summer

Look at my sails and look at my splendour

About two kilometres away, there used to be

of the Hofmolen – the birth of the Nieuwe

polder – in winter, it was flooded and after

by this lakeside full of charm

a windmill called Veermolen that had been

Hofmolen.

winter, it was drained again. During the

Whatever the weather, rain or sunshine

decommissioned in 1940. The Padox wood

summer period, the polder was solely used

please, my friend, do me no harm
57
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Teylingen

Teylingen

Zwanburgermolen

Zweilandermolen

45

46

Zwanburgerpolder 3 | 2361 CX Warmond - Only accessible from water

Round stone polder windmill
Built in 1805

In Warmond, a debate ensued about
demolish ing the mill. The demolition

Sweilandpolder 9e | 2362 AG Warmond - Only accessible from water

Hollow post mill
Built in 1632

mill in 1968, it turned out to be in an
extremely poor condition. After being fitted

could be averted because a new foundation

with several struts, the mill was thoroughly

The Zwanburgermolen was built in 1805 by

decided to buy the mill. As a buying

The ’Sweylantse’ polder was created in

millwright Simon Paddenburg of Warmond,

condition, the buyers committed themselves

April 1632. It was decided to drain it using a

replacing a hollow post mill.

to restoring the operability of the mill,

wind-water mill. The then-built polder mill

In the summer of 1942, the Zweilandermolen

The mill was used as the main method to

making it possible to use it as an auxiliary

is probably the mill that is still in use today,

was the site of clandestine pig slaughters.

pump water out of the polder until January

pump. As of today, the mill still has this

although most of the wooden parts have

When Nazi inspectors entered the mill,

1958, when the canister ruptured and the

purpose. Being the first mill the Rijnlandse

been renewed since then.

they found two slaughtered pigs, which they

sails were destroyed. That same year, the

Molenstichting owned, it is still visible

mill was replaced by an electric pump and

in its logo.

was decommissioned.

59

renovated in the same year.

seized. It proved impossible to file a report,
When the Rijnlandse Molenstichting

because nobody knew whom the pigs

became the owner of the decommissioned

belonged to.
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Wassenaar

Zuidwijksemolen
47

Near Rijksstraatweg 269 | Wassenaar

Round stone polder windmill
Probably built after 1811

In February 1987, the pumping station
of the Zuidwijksepolder broke down.
After a request by the water board, the

Considering the shape of its tower, the

Zuidwijksemolen stepped in. Its miller,

mill must have been built in the second half

Willem Waltman, ensured that the water

of the eighteenth century. However, a list

level in the polder, which had by then been

of windmills that released water into the

completely flooded, was restored again

'Rijnlands Boezem' water structures states

using wind power. In total, the mill operated

that the 'Zuidwijkschepolder' was drained

for 270 hours over the course of five weeks,

by a hollow post mill. If that is correct, the

during which the windshaft completed

current windmill must have been built

220,000 revolutions.

after 1811.
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Zoeterwoude

Zoeterwoude

Grootemolen

Zelden van Passe

48

49

Molenpad 9 | 2382 GZ Zoeterwoude

Hollow post mill
Built in 1626

On the 2nd of April, 1973, a violent storm
swept over North and South Holland and the

Hofweg 5 | 2381 EX Zoeterwoude

Octagonal thatched polder mill
Built in 1642

took over and the mill was abandoned.
In 1962, the Rijnlandse Molenstichting took

northern part of the Netherlands, killing

over. By then, the mill had become a wreck.

The Groote Molen ('Large Mill') is indeed

three people. In the midst of this violence,

At the time of construction, the mill had an

quite a substantial windmill with a flight of

the hollow post of the mill broke off, and

internal winding gear, which meant the cap

The current construction of the so-called

25 metres. Until 1972, the mill drained the

both the body and the sails were completely

was brought into the wind from within the

'Rijnlandroute', a new road from Katwijk

Grote Polder with an area of 520 hectares

destroyed. In the years that followed, the

mill. At a later stage, the mill was fitted with

to the A4 motorway, puts the mill biotope

and a pumping head of 1.50 metres.

mill was completely restored, but it would

a tail pole (an external winding gear), so

under great pressure. Near the windmill,

Due to the expansion of a business park

not be until 1976 before the mill could be

that it could be brought into the wind from

access and exit roads will be built above

in 1972, the front basin was dammed up.

operated again.

the outside.

each other. As a result, the mill will be

Since then, the mill is no longer connected

pushed into the background scenically and

to the Oude Rijn. As a result, it now operates

The mill drained the polder using wind

within a closed circuit.

power until 1952, when a pumping station
63

will also receive substantially less wind.
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BECOME A FRIEND

BECOME A DONOR

Do you want to hear about our windmills

Do you want to make a regular financial

on a regular basis? Then become a friend

contribution to the maintenance of our

of the Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

mills? Then become a donor of the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

You will receive our digital newsletter

We want our
windmills to work
Ways You Can Help
Do you want to support us in preserving our windmills?
With your help, our millers can keep their mills operational.
You can support us in several ways, both occasionally
and on a regular basis.

MAALWERK twice a year. Please fill out the

This is possible from a donation of A 25.00 a

attached card and write down your name

year. Please write down your email address

and your email address. That is all you

on the return card if you want to receive our

need to do. Return the card to one of our

MAALWERK newsletter. As a donor, you will

millers or send it to us by mail. Within the

receive an annual invitation to an exclusive

Netherlands, a stamp is not required.

visit to one of our mills.

SUPPORT US BY A ONE-OFF DONATION

REGULAR DONATIONS

Do you want to make a financial

Regular donations give you additional

contribution to the preservation of

tax deduction possibilities. Your donation

our mills or of one mill in particular?

will be laid down in an agreement with

Then you can support us by means of

a minimum duration of five years.

a one-off donation.
Once a year, you will transfer a fixed
If you want your contribution to be directed

and regular amount to us. There are no

to a particular mill, please include this in

threshold incomes or maximum deductible

your payment reference. Please also include

amounts for regular donations.

your email address in this payment reference
if you want to receive our MAALWERK

Please visit

newsletter.

rijnlandsemolenstichting.nl, search for
"Steun ons/ANBI", print and fill out the

You can transfer your donation to

PDF form and send it to us.

NL02 ABNA 0566 5741 63, account holder:
Rijnlandse Molenstichting, based in Leiden.
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BECOME A SPONSOR
We also receive contributions from
companies, organisations and/or
wealthy individuals.
The minimum amount is A 2,500 a year.
You will then receive our MAALWERK
newsletter and you or your company will
be included on our website, including your
company logo, if you wish.

BEQUEATH SOMETHING TO US
You can also keep supporting the
Rijnlandse Molenstichting mills if you
yourself are no longer around – a lovely
way to show you care about our wind

With a heir, you leave a part of your inheri-

THE RIJNLANDSE MOLENSTICHTING
IS A CULTURAL PUBLIC BENEFIT
ORGANISATION (ANBI)

tance to the Rijnlandse Molenstichting in

In the Netherlands, donors to cultural

your testament. You also have the possibility

Public Benefit Organisations can

to grant a bequest. With a bequest, you can

deduct an additional amount on their

grant a monetary amount or another part of

tax returns. Individuals can multiply

your estate to the Rijnlandse Molenstichting.

a donation to a cultural Public Benefit

A bequest will be granted before the

Organisations by 1,25 and deduct the

remaining inheritance is distributed.

resulting amount on their income tax

mills, even after your death.

returns. Companies that pay corporate
You can arrange for an heir or a bequest

tax can multiply the amount of such a

through your own notary. However, you

donation by 1,5 and deduct the resulting

can also contact Bakker & Neve Netwerk

amount on their corporate tax returns.

notarissen, Loevestein 12, 2352 KM

See www.belastingdienst.nl/anbi for

L eiderdorp, directly. Tel +31 (0)71-589 9201.

more information.
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